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Single But Dating A Field Guide To Dating In The Digital
Age
We want to be happy in relationships, but don't know how. The old way of dating and
mating simply doesn't work anymore. The rules have changed and most of us don't
know what the new rules are. In searching for love, most singles are using trial and
error, flying by the seat of their pants, or following bad advice. Conscious Dating does
not offer manipulative or deceptive practices that compromise who you are, in fact it
helps singles celebrate who they are and see being single as an opportunity and not a
disease. This is not just another dating book filled with tired ideas about how to get a
man or woman. Conscious Dating provides relationship information and strategies
proven and tested with thousands of singles worldwide from a pioneering leader in the
field of relationships.
At a time when 'defining the relationship' is more complicated than ever, Dr. Nikki
Goldstein's fresh and fun approach to dating and relationships will instill readers with a
new level of confidence, positivity and excitement as they traverse the modern dating
landscape. The intersection of real world and digital world situations experienced by
today's dater can be confusing and overwhelming. InSingle But Dating, Australia's most
in-demand sexologist and relationship expert, Dr. Nikki Goldstein, dispenses invaluable
advice on how to tackle a broad variety of relevant topics like how to let go of outdated
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beliefs around what it means to be single, how to become technosexually savvy, how to
know if you are overtexting, when to enact a man-ban and how to deal with new dating
phenomena likeghosting. Statistics show that women are staying single longer than
ever before, prioritizing their professional and financial power over their domestic and
reproductive power. That's what makesSingle But Dating so timely - it is a crucial guide
book for any woman navigating the (sometimes frustrating) dating world full of new
rules and distractions. With a surprising mix of some time-tested oldies but goodies,
thought-provoking exercises and fresh, forward-looking advice, Dr. Nikki equips singlebut-dating women with the tools they need to learn to love both themselves and the wild
ride of 21st century dating. "Single But Dating is the perfect book for any woman
seeking mindful guidance on her romantic journey. Dr. Nikki is like a wise big sister who
will hold your hand through the dating process and encourage you to be unapologetic
about what you desire in your relationships. Learn to awaken your authentic self and
build the best love life for you. This book will help you date with confidence and have a
lot of fun along the way!" -Gabrielle Bernstein, #1 New York Times Bestselling author of
The Universe Has Your Back
Trustworthy Stepfamily Expert Offers Single Parents a Guide to Dating Single parents
who are dating or want to begin a dating relationship wonder, How will dating affect my
children and my parenting? They probably have figured out that "dating in a crowd" is
complicated. Now they're looking for help. Ron Deal, who has counseled single parents
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and remarried couples for many years, helps single parents--as well as those who date
them--navigate the potential pitfalls involved. He gives perspective on when a
relationship may be harmful to the children as well as how it can be a blessing to all.
Always at the forefront is the goal of strengthening families. Includes questions for
individual or group study.
A bitingly funny field guide to modern love from the woman who's dated them all.
Through highly relatable anecdotes from a decade of dating, 20 Guys You Date in Your
20s dives into the joys, frustrations, and hilarity of swiping right on relationships. After a
world-shattering breakup in her early twenties, comedian Gabi Conti logged thousands
of hours on dating apps, conducting research and gathering intel on our behalf. Real
and relatable, this dating guide is laugh-out-loud funny without being prescriptive or
cynical. • Each chapter focuses on a different type of guy and offers advice on how to
deal, from The Guy Who's Great on Paper to The Guy Who Texts "sup" at 2 a.m. •
Includes charts, quizzes, "Boy Bingo," and a removable, foldout poster • Captures the
frustrations, heartache, and hilarity of Tinder, Bumble, Hinge, OkCupid, and all other
online dating apps For the modern, app-using woman, this hilarious dating guide
profiles 20 stereotypical men, from their physical appearance and dating style to red
flags, tips, and success stories. Filled with charts and quizzes, hysterical anecdotes,
and helpful insight from therapists and dating coaches, these pages offer advice and
humor in equal measure. • Perfect as a funny breakup gift for women or a gift for single
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friends • Offers sincere advice to cope with dating app horror stories • Great for fans of
How to Date Men When You Hate Men by Blythe Roberson, Bye Felipe: Disses, Dick
Pics, and Other Delights of Modern Dating by Alexandra Tweten and HEY, U UP? (For
a Serious Relationship) by Emily Axford and Brian Murphy
Divorced and Scared No More: Dating After Divorce: From Lemons to Zesty Lemon
Sorbet is the third installment of the Divorced and Scared No More series. This book
shows readers how to turn the lemons of divorce into an experience of acceptance and
renewal, carrying this into dating. In this reading, Tasher gives you tools to help you get
back out there and find the love that awaits you. Inside this book, you'll gauge your
emotional availability to see if you're ready to accept the fun and excitement that comes
with dating. Here you'll learn how to put your ex and baggage behind you to engage in
the present moment. Divorced and Scared No More: Dating After Divorce: From
Lemons to Zesty Lemon Sorbet shows you where to find love, dating safety and how to
set up your profiles on dating sites. Therapist and clinical author Justin Nutt, LSCSW,
LAC consulted as a technical advisor for the series. Insuring everything presented be
accurate and quality material while still being a comforting, easy-to-read guide to dating
divorce. Tony Haynes is a practitioner of Acrostic Poetry - poetry where the first, last or
other letters in a line spell out a particular word or phrase. At the end of each chapter,
you can look forward to reading a clever poem from words found within the word
DIVORCE.
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Single But DatingHow to Survive and Thrive in a Modern Dating WorldNothing But
Truth
ARE YOU SICK AND TIRED OF DATING, BUT STILL HAVEN'T FOUND "THE ONE"?
Have you ever wondered why it seems like everyone around you is in a relationship
except you? Have you ever wondered why it seems like dating is so hard for some
people, yet so easy for others? Would you like some simple, no-nonsense relationship
advice that applies to both men and women? Well, look no further! WHAT IF I'M TOO
BUSY TO DATE? The challenge with most people nowadays is that they're strapped
for time. It's not that they don't want to date, they just don't want to waste their time
dating the wrong person. What both men and women who are dating want more than
anything, is the most time-efficient, and money-efficient way to find somebody they
actually want to spend time with. Regardless of how busy you think you are, you know
you would be more than happy to make time for the right person. The good news is that
you're not alone. Both men and women struggle with some aspect of dating. Everybody
just wants to find "The One" so they can stop wasting their time with dates, and get to
the fun part where the two people actually get to enjoy each other. WHY AM I NOT IN A
LONG TERM RELATIONSHIP? If you've read any of the dating books for women (or
men), you'll find that most people hate dating. What they are really looking for is a
committed, long term relationship that could eventually lead to marriage, and a future
with someone they want to spend the rest of their lives with. They are sick of just
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playing the field, and want someone that will really understand and appreciate them for
who they are, and all they have to offer. They know "The One" is out there, but just
don't know how much longer they can hold out trying to find them! WHAT CAN I
FINALLY DO TO FIND "THE ONE"? Dating is not rocket science, but there are
definitely some easy steps that will make it both more fun AND more efficient. The
biggest keys to finding what you're looking for is knowing exactly what it is, and where
to look for it. So, whether you're single or divorced, a man or a woman, or if your goal is
to stop dating and finally get the long-term relationship you've been looking for, this
book can help! AFTER READING THIS BOOK YOU WILL: Learn to focus on the
primary goal of dating (HINT: It is NOT finding "The One". Understand how "Pareto's
Principle" - the 80/20 rule - applies to dating. Learn to quickly and easily recognize
some of the biggest "Red Flags", as well as some of the biggest "Green Flags", of
dating. Find out the truth about online dating for men and women, as well as some
other dating resources you might not know about. Understand the best and worst
reasons people think they need to date. Take all the pressure out of dating, and learn a
strategy that will completely change the way you look at heartache and break-ups. And
much more! Why Are You Still Single Is a short read with a lot of punch. The dating
advice contained in this book is simple and effective, and will hopefully save you a lot of
time and frustration. Isn't it time you discovered how easy it is to FINALLY win the
dating game once and for all, and get the relationship you deserve? Then THIS is the
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relationship book you need to read! Simply Scroll Up And Click The Buy Now Button To
Get Started Today!
Offers advice on the challenges of modern dating, including setting up an online dating profile
and sexting, and navigates individuals through dating's ups and downs with lists, infographics,
stories, and checkpoints.
Wisdom on how to be a godly single in an ungodly world
This monograph is based on six months of systematic regional survey in the Wanka Region of
Peru¿s sierra central, carried out in two fieldseasons in 1975¿76 by the Junin Archaeological
Research Project (JASP) under the co-direction of Jeffrey R. Parsons (University of Michigan)
and Ramiro Matos Mendieta (Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos). It describes some
287 archaeological sites within a survey area of ca. 445 square kilometers lying between ca.
3200 and 4000 meters above sea level in elevation. Four major occupational periods are
distinguished: Early Horizon, Early Intermediate Period/Middle Horizon, Late Intermediate
Period, and Late Horizon; subsequent investigations in the same region by the Upper Mantaro
Research Project (UMARP), directed by Timothy K. Earle (University of California at Los
Angeles), refined the LIP chronology into early and late phases, and this new phasing has
been applied to most LIP sites in the original JASP survey. The site descriptions include 24
sites in the bordering Jisse-Pomacancha Region, and several site plans from the original
survey area, subsequently surveyed and mapped by UMARP archaeologists. The
archaeological sites are considered within their environmental, ecological, ethnohistoric, and
ethnographic contexts.
Begins a series publishing courses and educational seminars organized by the Commission of
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European Communities' Joint Research Centre at Ispra, Italy. Perhaps as the series matures,
responsible parties will see the wisdom of not trusting authors to present readable typescripts,
of mentioning where
As a single woman in this crazy and competitive dating world, I quickly realized that neither
women nor men seemed to have a clue what to do on dates or with themselves before
venturing out of the house. My real frustration and desire to help came from on-line dating sites
where, instead of putting their best foot forward, singles seem to be lost in mediocrity. I can
help you maneuver this endless landscape and become better than you thought possible. This
dating & relationship manual is designed for men and women who have forgotten how to date
or just never learned in the first place. Dating in 2012 is fast-paced and very competitive. The
title speaks for itself; if you don't Evolve, you will Die a fast death in the dating world. Let me
take you on a quick journey and help you get off the couch and front-and-center in the dating
world. And for those of you already in a relationship...step into the fast lane and get that
relationship sizzling again. Evolve or Die Single is for single men and women of any age
looking for some guidance in the dating and relationship world. The advice given is direct and
humorous, and includes some of my very own dating stories."
The book is baded on my real life experiences as an older man in the Dating game for over 15
years. After years in the dating game I experienced many events, situations, and types of
women. I look at these experiences honestly and humorously. The statuses of women that an
older man has available for dating are reviewed. Also what a single man needs to do to attract
desirable women and where and how to go to meet desirable women are discussed, because
we all know where to meet undesirable women. The pleasures and pitfalls of dating, romance,
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and sex are discussed. It does not show how to solve all dating problems, but most of the
dating problems to avoid are discussed. It seems that both men and women hate dating and it
is our own fault. I encourage men to take control of their life and their dating. The book
desribes the characteristics that men desire in women and the characteristics which men find
not tolerable in women. It also describes the places to meet women and which are good and
which are a waste of time and money. It is an honest, humorous and witty look at this
confusing and illogical part of our social life.
Finally, the most comprehensive mens guide to dating ever written - authored by a man, for
men. Twenty-seven chapters of relevant, practical advice presented in a lighthearted,
entertaining and highly readable style. This helpful book provides a collection of ideas and
advice culled from the dating experiences of many men - and women. Its aim is to help men
develop social relationships and meet and enjoy the company of women.
Hailed as New York’s real-life Carrie Bradshaw by fans of her popular SingleGalNYC blog,
Melissa Braverman knows a thing or two about the search for love. From online dating
disasters to cheeky old flames that keep coming back, she’s been through it all. In her highly
anticipated memoir Notes From A Single Gal In The City, Melissa provides a fresh take on
putting yourself out there and navigating today’s dating scene. With a dash of humor and
sprinkle of adventure, she reminds us all that the journey to finding love is just as important –
and full of surprises – as the destination.
Contemporary dating as an adult is challenging at best. Dating as a single father is downright
problematic. Matthew S. Field weaves plain-spoken advice with a heart-breaking, humorous
personal narrative and seasons it all with perfectly-suited quotes from the world of sports to
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create the Sabremetrics-equivalent to creating a fulfilling romantic relationship in the context of
a man's responsibility as a father.
Whatever the state of your love life (or lack of one), you can stop drifting in and out of
relationships and start having more control, says Nancy Van Pelt, whose seminars on dating
and love have helped thousands achieve lasting love.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune
and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With
award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater
and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the
energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both a place and an
idea.
Nothing is what it seems in this twisting, turning, nonstop thriller, which begins when a husband
and wife discover the company they've invested everything in has vanished.
Desperately seeking political compatibility They say that when you meet your soul mate, you
will know that they're the one, but what if your potential significant other voted to remain in the
European Union yet you were adamant that the UK fold up its Union Jack and leave in the
2016 referendum? In a society that has seen divisions formed by the rise of Brexit and Trump can love truly blossom when everyone is always so triggered and offended over opposing
political opinions that do not conform to their own? George is a twenty-nine-year-old Marketing
Assistant living and working in London. George is well-mannered, has a good sense of
humour, but finds himself ridiculously single in the city of tube delays and political adversity.
Oh, and one other tiny detail that may be preventing the reluctant singleton from finding the
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one - George is conservative, and has the kind of traditional views that don't go down too well
with a vegan gender-fluid socialist sitting enraged across from the table on a date. In a dating
field swamped with preferred pronouns, identity politics, and 100 genders, does a Tory even
stand a chance in finding true love in a world gone politically correct and crazy?
In the last decades, palaeomagnetic research has provided important information about the
past variation of the Earth’s magnetic field (EMF) from its origin to the present day. However,
questions regarding the origin and evolution of the EMF as well as the frequency and spatial
distribution of its variations still remain open to debate. This Special Publication provides new
insights into the study of the temporal and spatial evolution of the EMF presenting new data
from palaeomagnetic and rock magnetic studies of archaeological materials, sediments and
lavas. The papers presented cover a wide range of topics related to archaeology, stratigraphy
and climate, including new data from several parts of the world, such as Europe, Africa,
Australia, New Zealand, India and the Baltic Sea. This Special Publication aims to present an
overview of the most recent secular variation studies and their use to disclose fundamental
properties of the EMF evolution.

Why did I write this book? I found myself single again after several years of marriage.
Like many others I simply stumbled into the world of dating and made lots of mistakes. I
also met some wonderful people. The whole process fascinated me. I discovered that
most people were as mystified by dating and relationships as I was. I talked about this
incessantly with my friends and colleagues. What do women want? Why do we behave
the way that we do? Why can't guys commit? You have heard all of the questions. I
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reviewed the literature in the bookstore. There are many excellent books about
relationships -- how to fix them, how to improve them. There are some good books
about dating. However, most of them were written by women for women. The ones that
did address both genders still seemed to emphasize the problems from a woman's
point of view. I really couldn't find one that would help me improve my dating life as a
man. I thought that guys would appreciate a book that approached the subject purely
from a male perspective. I have always enjoyed the company of women and have
nurtured platonic friendships with them when I could. Often I would receive desperate
calls late at night asking for my advice "as a guy." I thought that it would be a lot simpler
if the guy in question were in the loop. Then I could get more sleep. This book includes
many of the insights I gleaned from these tearful conversations. Now I can just suggest
that her boyfriend read the book before she calls. I asked dozens of women to read the
manuscript before we published. They were brutally honest. Because of this, I feel very
confident that the ideas presented here are valid. They are telling you what they want.
You only have to listen and adjust. I wish I had had this information years ago. Why is
the book written in first-person plural? (We) I had so much help from friends and family
that I could not represent these ideas and suggestions as purely my own. Much of the
information is conventional wisdom. I was not comfortable speaking to you as an
individual. Many women contributed their thoughts and feelings to these pages. You get
the benefit of their honest perspectives on dating. That is who the "we" is. I sincerely
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wish you the best in your search for happiness. Being single and dating can be a
wonderful period in your life. It's all up to you and how you look at it. People don't date
enough. Guys are afraid of rejection. They don't extend enough invitations. (Women
say "no" too often, but that's another story.) It is my hope that this book will have some
impact on the problem. Date more. Enjoy yourself. Make as many women smile as
possible. I think that will make everyone happier, especially your mom.
Dating God: The Dates of the Most High By: S.R. Anderson Dating God: The Dates of
the Most High discusses the final seven years prior to the return of Yeshua the
Messiah. It takes its premise from the dates found in the Old Testament that are argued
points to the days that lie ahead, the days of tribulation and the reign of antichrist.
Obviously this is extremely relevant to the days all of us live in, from the onslaught of
Covid-19, to the upcoming vaccine that will be forced upon all mankind, to the raging
devastation of natural disasters, to the threat and waging continuous and constant war,
all under the backdrop of the coming third temple in Jerusalem. The take on all these
events that are unique to this book is the referencing to scripture that gives us exact
dates of past events that paint a picture of future happenings. This is not another datesetting book with erroneous prophecies; this is a careful examination of the dates that
Yahweh gives to us in his holy scriptures that quite possibly show us the timing of
events that are even now coming upon this world. S. R.'s hope is that this work will
open the eyes of a sleeping church, too long festered in the delusion that the events
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prophesied are of a time still too far distant to care about, or worse yet, that somehow
believers will be whisked away by some fancied rapture that they will escape the
tribulation that is even now at the door.
At 47 years of age Simon finds himself single after his marriage ends. He's looking for a
partner and embarks on internet dating; "mates dates," signs up for an Introduction
Agency, goes speed dating, tries organised dinner dating and uses a dedicated matchmaking service. He avoids his first Christmas alone by booking a single travellers trip to
Venice. Misguidedly he pursues an appealing though hopeless 'blind date', a married
lady who claims single status, a delightful but sexually disorientated secretary and a
rural schoolteacher with a penchant for auto-eroticism, amongst others. His
experiences are chronicled in "Dating.com." A fast paced, light hearted account of what
can actually happen when a marriage ends and a quest for love begins in mid-life.
Simon experiments with internet profiling; what to wear to organised events (and what
not to); how to stay safe on entering the 'field' when newly single and learns the lesson
that dates are not always what they seem. An uplifting, often hilarious read, whether
you're a man or a woman, you'll laugh out loud, squirm and be entertained as Simon
stumbles from one dating disaster to another. This is a life affirming, entertaining read
with adult content (Simon tells it as it happened) and a cautionary tale, Simon has been
described as a male Bridget Jones whose enthusiasm and urgency to find a partner
lead him to pursue an array of women most of whom have little reciprocal interest in a
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long term relationship with him. When he ultimately finds the right woman, his fortunes
take an unexpected turn....
With a unique blend of biblical principles, psychological insight, practical advice, and
humor, this book shows the reader how to be a man, date like a man, and get that
relationship off to a great start.
Chances are, you've heard about Internet dating from a friend, or an online banner ad
has caught your eye. If you've given online dating a passing consideration, you may
have some fears from all those graphic horror stories that jar your senses – and your
sensibilities. Or you may think that meeting people via the Internet is only for the
disenfranchised or socially unskilled. From their own experiences, 20 million people can
tell you otherwise. Online Dating For Dummies will get you off the fence and on the
Internet dating path – with the skill of a seasoned pro. Like your best friend, this fun
reference will give you the straight scoop on Gearing up with the right computer
hardware Overcoming preconceived notions of who is online Talking the online lingo
Enjoying conversation in chat rooms Considering date site options Establishing your
screen identity Facing the consequences of not posting a photo Internet dating is
growing at double-digit rates every year, while other forms of finding a connection are
flat or falling off. Internet dating, although far from perfect, is becoming the most
effective and efficient method of getting introduced to a large number of available
singles. Online Dating For Dummies shows you how to get your feet wet and how to
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dive in, making informed choices and exercising good judgment as you Sign up for a
trial run on a dating site Try to describe yourself for your personal profile Initiate your
first e-mail contact Make your first in-person meeting memorable Identify frauds and
players Figure out what not to do if you really want to meet someone Jumping into
online dating with no preparation at all is possible – but not practical. If you follow the
techniques in this friendly guide, your odds of meeting great potential matches will
greatly improve, and you'll have far more fun in the process.
Dating is not a fair game, but it is a game. Are you a weenie or a winner? In What is
She Thinking? Molly Ring reveals hidden truths from a woman's mind to help men
develop a playing strategy and to keep them out of the doghouse. This is not a rulebook
or a reprimand for poor behavior. It is a book of secrets and funny stories, written by a
dating veteran who loves men and wants to share her ideas on making dating easier for
them. Are you an Average Rude Guy or a Top Notch Player? "It will take very little effort
to outrun the other players out there," writes Ring. Are you ready to hit home runs? Do
not go on another date without reading this book.
EBONY is the flagship magazine of Johnson Publishing. Founded in 1945 by John H.
Johnson, it still maintains the highest global circulation of any African American-focused
magazine.
From 1933 to 1941, Macon was the site of the largest archaeological excavation ever
undertaken in Georgia and one of the most significant archaeological projects to be initiated by
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the federal government during the depression. The project was administered by the National
Park Service and funded at times by such government programs as the Works Progress
Administration, Civilian Conservation Corps, and Civil Works Administration. At its peak in
1955, more than eight hundred laborers were employed in more than a dozen separate
excavations of prehistoric mounds and villages. The best-known excavations were conducted
at the Macon Plateau site, the area President Franklin D. Roosevelt proclaimed as the
Ocmulgee National Monument in 1936. Although a wealth of material was recovered from the
site in the 1930s, little provision was made for analyzing and reporting it. Consequently, much
information is still unpublished. The sixteen essays in this volume were presented at a
symposium to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the Ocmulgee National
Monument. The symposium provided archaeologists with an opportunity to update the work
begun a half-century before and to bring it into the larger context of southeastern history and
general advances in archaeological research and methodology. Among the topics discussed
are platform mounds, settlement patterns, agronomic practices, earth lodges, human skeletal
remains, Macon Plateau culture origins, relations of site inhabitants with other aboriginal
societies and Europeans, and the challenges of administering excavations and park
development.
You've played the field, you've dated, you've hooked up and you've been there and done that.
But as time passes, you're finding that the single life just isn't what it used to be. You want
more out of life. It's time for you to have a serious relationship. One that's for keeps. Now is the
time to get off the prowl and start looking for that special someone to settle down with. Yes,
you're ready to take the plunge. You're ready to find the right person to marry. Dating Sense:
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The Practical Way to Meet, Date and Marry the Right Person is going to help you get your
mind straight about getting serious about settling down. Maybe you're already dating the right
person or maybe you've yet to meet him/her. Regardless, this book will teach you some skills
in finding/ choosing/keeping the right person and also how to avoid some of the pitfalls
associated with marriage. Whether you're a guy or girl, if you're ready to get serious about
finding someone to marry, Dating Sense: The Practical Way to Meet, Date and Marry the Right
Person is the book for you.
Carlos Xuma is about to rip open and expose all the myths about attracting beautiful women
into your life... In this groundbreaking manual, The Dating Black Book, you're going to learn
about women, attraction, and relationships like never before. Carlos draws on years of
experience in Eastern philosophy, psychology, Martial Arts, sales, and plain old common
sense to explain the mystifying and confusing world of dating and relationships. Inside, you'll
find tips, secrets, techniques, principles, and advice that will become your arsenal in the
harrowing world of today's single man. You'll learn the attraction strategies that women have
known and used for thousands of years, and finally understand the true rules of dating
success. Also included are Carlos' exclusive versions of "Transitions: Stepping Stones to
Success" and "Dating Q&A."
"Radiocarbon Dating is a unique handbook that should find its way as a standard reference for
most archaeologists."--Meyer Rubin, Director, Radiocarbon Laboratory, United States
Geological Survey
This volume contains fifteen papers given at the International Workshop on African
Archaeobotany in Groningen in 2003. Several papers deal with the domestication history and
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related aspects of specific plants, including wheat (Triticum), rice (Oryza), pearl millet
(Pennisetum glaucum), fig (Ficus), cotton (Gossypium), silk-cotton (Ceiba pentandra) and
baobab (Adansonia digitata). Other contributions discuss the exploitation of woody
vegetations, members of the sedge family (Cyperaceae) and the botanical composition of
mummy garlands. Three papers present the subfossil plant remains from Egyptian sites:
Pharaonic caravan routes through the Theban Desert, Predynastic Adaïma and Napatan to
Islamic Qasr Ibrim. The last contribution presents an update inventory of the ancient plant
remains present in the Agricultural Museum (Dokki, Cairo). The book covers a wide range of
countries and includes Namibia, Burkina Faso, Mali, Senegal, Mauritania, Canary Isles, Libya
and Egypt.
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